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FOR IMMEDIATE RELEASE

Dahlgren Footwear Makes Strides with New Performance
Socks for the Street, Slopes and Beyond for Fall/Winter 13-14

Patented Moisture-Management Construction Covers all Sock Experiences, from Casual to Expedition
WEST LINN, OR (December 11, 2012) – Dahlgren Footwear, maker of the original moisture management sock for
outdoor performance since 1978, strides into Fall/Winter 2013-14 with the new X2 Expedition sock, along with new
and updated snow and casual styles for men and women. Every sock in the line features Dahlgren’s Dri-Stride®
patented construction (see inset) for superior technology and performance to keep feet dry, comfortable and blisterfree.
“The 2013-2014 Dahlgren Footwear line does what no other sock company attempts: it offers our patented
moisture-management construction and performance technology in every sock, from casual styles to expedition
socks,” says Dahlgren Footwear President Kris Dahlgren. “And to top it off, all of our socks are made in the U.S. with
an eye on quality construction and materials.”
Featuring improved low-profile seams, bulk-free fit, sculpted cushioning and a beautifully soft hand,
Dahlgren says the line addresses the demands of modern consumers by providing the highest quality, comfort and
performance—whether for the conference room or the ski slope—and in colors and designs that express their vibrant
lifestyles.
New Styles – X2 and Transit
The knee-high X2, Dahlgren’s new generation of the Expedition sock,
offers full sculptured cushion and equal parts alpaca and merino wool in the
absorption zones for additional warmth and insulation, and separate zones of
Dahlgren’s Dri-Tech in the transfer zones to remove moisture. The design, features
a two-tone, cross-cutting color pattern, and comes in charcoal-black, brown-tan or
eggplant-tan.
In the casual category, Dahlgren rolls out the new men’s and women’s
Transit sock in a bulk-free, yet comfortable half-cushion weight and bright new
colors like maple, olive and navy to fit in nicely with work and casual wardrobes.
For men, the crew-length Transit performs with bold hues in a multicolored,
Pictured: Transit Men

horizontal-stripe pattern as well as a tri-color design featuring intersecting dashed
lines. The Transit for women, in knee-high or crew, toes the line between maven

and minx by adding a polka dot pattern to the top of the horizontal-striped design.
Updates - Sno
The 2013 line re-introduces knee-high snow socks in padded or cushion-free styles for a bulk-free fit. The
Women’s Sno offers a padded shin panel that protects legs during black diamond action and pops with a stacked-
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